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ABSTRACT: 
Pediatric dentistry has witnessed tremendous advances in last few years. With these advances, the need for more precise 

diagnostic tools, specially imaging methods, have become mandatory. From the simple intra-oral periapical X-rays, 

advanced imaging techniques like computed tomography, cone beam computed tomography have also found place in 

modern dentistry. Therefore the aim of this review article focuses on the various revolutionary changes in pediatric dentistry 

and their clinical applications. 
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INTRODUCTION 

When it comes to dentistry, there is no single 

definitive treatment to solve a problem. There are 

various evolutions like Virtual Reality, Smart 

Materials, Lasers etc.., to boundless options that can 

be incorporated for the better delivery of the 

treatment. So it is a fundamental necessity for all the 

dentists to know the advancements in their field in 

order to incorporate them into their day-to-day 

practice.
1
 Pediatric dentistry as a profession has 

reformed immensely, largely owing to advances in 

technology, materials, and disease knowledge. Indeed, 

pedodontics has come a long way from tried-and-

tested behavioural management skills to the more 

tech-savvy virtual reality management. This specialty 

encompasses a variety of skills, disciplines, 

procedures and techniques that share a common origin 

with other dental specialties however these have been 

modified and reformed to the distinctive requirements 

of infants, children, adolescents and special health 

care needs.
 
The practice of dentistry experiences a 

new paradigm shift with the advent and use of new 

technology. New imaging devices, restorative 

procedures, internet and powerful electronic devices, 

laser dentistry and new materials are examples of 

advances impacting dentistry.
2
 Therefore the aim of 

present literature is to brief the recent innovations in 

pediatric dentistry.  

 

REVOLUTION IN CARIES DIAGNOSIS 

DIFOTI 

DIFOTI is the only dental diagnostic imaging 

instrument of its kind to be approved for the detection 

of incipient, frank, and recurrent caries. It can also be 
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used to detect fractures, cracks, and secondary caries 

around restorations. It is based on the principle that 

carious tooth tissue absorbs more light than 

surrounding healthy tissue and appears as darker area. 

DIFOTI system consists of two hand pieces (one for 

occlusal surface and one for smooth surface and inter 

proximal areas), a disposable mouthpiece, a foot pedal 

for selecting the image of interest and a computer 

system to capture and store the resulting image.
3
 

Schneiderman et al.
 

(1997); found that DIFOTI 

technique has superior sensitivity over conventional 

radiographic methods for the detection of approximal, 

occlusal, and smooth surface caries.
4
 Hae-Woong et 

al. (2004) observed that the DIFOTI diagnostic 

system is the most accurate means of detecting 

occlusal, buccal, and lingual surface carious lesions, 

while mesial and distal proximal carious lesions were 

most accurately assessed using bitewing radiography.
5
 

 

REVOLUTION IN CARIES PREVENTION 

CARIES VACCINES 
Another line of defence in human body that can be 

utilized against S. mutans colonization is the specific 

antibody production from adaptive immunity. 

Immune defence in dental caries is mediated mainly 

by secretory IgA (antibodies present in saliva and 

generated by the mucosal immune system. Mucosal 

immunization with S. mutans antigens at inductive 

sites, including gut-associated lymphoid tissue 

(GALT) and nasopharynx-associated lymphoid tissue 

(NALT), results in the migration of antigen-specific 

IgA-producing B cells to effector organs, such as the 

salivary glands. This is followed by the differentiation 

and maturation of these B cells and the secretion of 

IgA in the lamina propria, where it crosses the 

effector tissue ducts into the saliva. Results showed 

that vaccine or monoclonal antibody can effectively 

prevent S. mutans colonization. However, more 

clinical data regarding to caries experience are 

required before they can be proved effective against 

dental caries.
6 

 

REVOLUTION IN CARIES MANAGEMENT 

CHEMO-MECHANICAL METHODS FOR 

CARIES REMOVAL 
The chemo-mechanical method of caries removal was 

developed to overcome these shortcomings. It is not 

only more comfortable for the patient but also able to 

better preserve the healthy tissue.  The chemo-

mechanical method is an effective alternative for 

caries removal because it brings together (i) 

atraumatic characteristics, (ii) bactericide & 

bacteriostatic action (iii) the active ingredient would 

soften the pre degraded collagen of the lesion without 

pain & undesirable effects to adjacent healthy tissues. 

The chemomoechanically treated carious dentin 

becomes brittle, and is easily removed by curettage 

with hand instruments.
7,8 

 

 

SMART BUR 

One of the goals of conservative dentistry is to 

develop a method to remove caries infected dentin 

while preserving caries affected dentin. The smart 

prep bur appears to be the instrument to offer straight 

forward and efficient means of achieving this goal. 

Smart prep instrument is a medical grade polymer that 

safely and effectively removes decayed dentin leaving 

healthy dentin intact. 

Polymer bur is a unique rotary instrument which is 

constructed from a medical-grade polyether-ketone-

ketone, and it selectively removes decayed dentine 

without cutting the healthy dentine. This property is 

based on the hardness of the instrument being lower 

than the hardness of the healthy dentine. In addition, 

this minimally invasive excavation has the advantage 

of fewer dentin tubules being cut and thereby, less 

pain sensations being triggered compared to using 

conventional burs.
9 

 

REVOLUTION IN PATIENT EDUCATION 

3D PRINTED MODELS 
Marty et al. in the year 2019 developed 3D printed 

models with simulation of caries to perform 

pulpotomy and fabrication of stainless steel crown. As 

the models are actually made from patients 

radiographs dental students can visualize the factual 

pathology in terms of size, extent and deepness of the 

decayed lesion and in addition it will provide 

morphological complexities and specific tooth 

variation. Therefore, it will make possible to alter the 

models, by the teacher, as per the educational 

objectives.
10

 

 

REVOLUTION IN RADIOGRAPHIC 

TECHNIQUES 

CONE BEAM CT (CBCT) 
CBCT also called as dental volumetric tomography, 

cone-beam volumetric tomography, dental CT, and 

cone beam imaging is a recent technology initially 

developed for angiography in 1982 and subsequently 

applied to maxillofacial imaging. It is only since the 

late 1980s that it has become possible to produce 

clinical systems that are both inexpensive and small 

enough to be used in the dental office. The principal 

feature of CBCT is that multiple planar projections 

are acquired by rational scan to produce a volumetric 

dataset from which inter-relational images can be 

generated.
11

 

CBCT can be used in pediatric patients having 

malocclusions and craniofacial anomalies, including 

cleft lip and palate. It is also proven to be helpful for 

the proper assessment and correct determination of the 

position of the unerupted teeth especially for the 

canines in upper arch and to determine the extent of 

root resorption. CBCT also provide a proper 

relationship between the dentition and for assessment 

of treatment planning and its outcome.
12
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REVOLUTION IN PAIN MANAGEMENT  

INTRANASAL SPRAYS 

These are a mixture of 3% tetracaine hydrochloride 

and 0.05% oxymetazoline. A metered device is used 

for infiltrating an anesthetic solution through the 

nostrils to anesthetize the maxillary anterior teeth, 

canines and premolars. It reduces the bleeding by 

inducing vasoconstriction of the regional blood 

vessels thus making the operational field favourable to 

operation.
13,14 

 

COMPUTER CONTROLLED LOCAL 

ANESTHESIA DELIVERY 
Computer controlled local anesthesia delivery systems 

enable the regulation of the rate of flow of the local 

anesthetic using computers and therefore minimizes 

pain by delivering the anesthesia slowly and at a 

constant speed.
15,16

 Many devices have been 

introduced that can inject local anesthetic into the 

tissues at a set speed. Collectively, these “painless 

anesthetic devices”, are termed “computer-controlled 

local anesthetic delivery” (CCLAD) devices. In 2018, 

November Septodont introduced the Dentapen at the 

Greater New York Dental Meeting, where it was well 

received. It is of lightweight and ergonomic design 

that enables the dentist to utilize standard dental 

anesthetic cartridges and needles. It is a self-

contained, cordless, intuitive device that runs on 

disposable batteries. There are no foot pads, console, 

tubing or proprietary disposables. It can be held in 2 

different ways—by the wings, like a manual syringe, 

or pen-like, for a precise injection during special 

procedures.
13,15\ 

 

BUZZY SYSTEM 
Buzzy is a hand-held device that naturally and quickly 

minimizes sharp pain from needle sticks like IV starts, 

blood draws, finger pricks and immunizations, 

through a combination of vibration, ice and distraction 

methods. Suohu T et al. (2020) conducted a study to 

evaluate the pain perception and comfort of patient 

during local anesthesia (LA) delivery using Buzzy 

system and conventional syringe and found that the 

external cold and vibration via Buzzy® can reduce 

pain and anxiety during local anesthetic delivery for 

various dental procedures.
17 

 

REVOLUTION IN RESTORATIVE MATERIAL 

SELF HEALING COMPOSITE 
Self-healing composites are composite materials 

capable of automatic recovery when damaged. They 

are inspired by biological systems such as the human 

skin which are naturally able to heal themselves.
7
 

The first self healing resin based synthetic material 

has been developed by White et al. The material was 

an epoxy system which contained resin filled 

microcapsule dicyclopentadiene, a highly stable 

monomer with excellent shelf life, encapsulated in 

thin shell made of urea formaldehyde. In response to 

environmental stimuli, some of the microcapsules 

rupture and release resin, which further reacts with 

Grubbs catalyst in epoxy composite, causing a 

polymerization reaction to take place and repair the 

crack. The main concern is the potential toxicity of 

the resins in the microcapsules and from the catalyst. 

However, their amount is relatively small, and the 

concentration may well be below the toxicity 

threshold.
18

 

 

GOLDEN CROWN 
Recently, Shinhung Co. Ltd. introduced titanium 

coated golden Stainless steel crown (Kids crown, 

Shinghung, Seoul; Korea) which has added advantage 

over conventional stainless steel crown. They are the 

SS crown having natural golden luster through 

titanium coating which provides high quality esthetic 

finish with easy maneuverability and reduce chair side 

time.
19

 Bamdadian Z et al. (2019) evaluated physical 

and mechanical properties of different brands of 

primary molar stainless steel crowns; the results 

showed that kids has satisfactory physical and 

mechanical properties.
20

 

 

FIGARO CROWN 

Figaro Crowns are recently introduced crowns for 

primary teeth. These are said to be all white, metal 

(Bisphenol-A)-free, and are made from the highest 

safest, and time-tested products used in dentistry and 

medicine today. Figaro Crowns are made in the 

U.S.A. and possess all ISO Certifications required by 

Canada Health and the FDA.
21

 

REVOLUTION IN PEDIATRIC ENDODONTICS 

Rotary instrumentation has made a quantum leap in 

the field of Kedo file system is an exclusive pediatric 

rotary file system introduced by Jeevanandan G et al. 

in 2016. Kedo nickel-titanium rotary files are patented 

files exclusively used for root canal preparation of 

primary teeth. endodontics. These changes lead to the 

introduction of rotary endodontics in pediatric 

dentistry. There are four generations of Kedo-S rotary 

file system available.
22-25 

Generation Specification 

First-Generation Kedo-S rotary file is a single NiTi rotary file system consisting of D1, E1, 

and U1 files, wherein U1 files are for upper and lower anterior primary 

teeth, D1 for mesiobuccal and mesiolingual canals, and E1 for distal and 

palatal canals of the primary molar teeth. They have a working length of 

12 mm with a total length of 16 mm. The uniqueness of these files is the 

presence of variable taper (4%–8%) with varying tip diameter 

Second Generation Kedo-SG rotary files are heat-treated NiTi rotary files utilizing the M-Wire 

technology. These files result in better obturation quality due to its 
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efficient preparation of primary root canals 

Third Generation The next generation is the Kedo-SG Blue consisting of three files D1, E1, 

and U1, which have greater cyclic fatigue resistance with its titanium 

oxide coating. These files are super flexible and have 75% of greater 

resistance to cyclic fatigue than its earlier generation 

Fourth Generation The newer generation Kedo-S Square consists of P1 file for molars and A1 

file for anteriors. They also have variably variable cross section; that is, the 

apical 5 mm has triangular cross section with three-point contact to root 

canal, whereas the coronal 7 mm has teardrop cross section with two-point 

contact. This enables reduced apical dentin removal and less aggressive 

preparation 

 

REVOLUTION IN BEHAVIOUR 

MANAGEMENT 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Artificially Intelligent Methods in Behavioral Health 

Recent advancements in artificial intelligence have 

enabled real time human action performance, facial 

behavioral analysis, speech analysis, speech 

dissiliency detection, stereotypical motor movement 

from sensory data, many more. AI in combination 

with emerging technologies such as VR in the form of 

a digital learning platform can benefit more children 

and provide a personalized adoptive learning 

paradigm.
16 

In recent years, there has been an increase in 

behavioural research in virtual reality (VR) and virtual 

world. The VR refers to a human-computer interface 

that enables the user to interact dynamically with the 

computer generated environment. In contrast to the 

less complex audiovisual (A/V) distraction, VR uses 

sophisticated systems, such as head-mounted, wide 

field of view; three dimensional head-mount displays 

(HMDs) and motion sensing systems that measure the 

user’s head and hand positions. This application may 

be superior to traditional distraction because it offers 

more immersive images due to the occlusive headsets 

that project the images right in front of the eyes of the 

user and, depending on the model used, block out 

real-world (visual, auditory, or both) stimuli. The VR 

even combines the audio, visual, and kinesthetic 

sensory modalities. Depending on how immersive the 

presented stimuli are, the person’s attention will be 

more or less “drained” from the real world, leaving 

less attention available to real world processes, 

including painful stimuli. Immersion is particularly 

increased during VR, because the use of HMDs 

prevents patients from seeing what is happening in the 

real world, and directs the focus on what is going on 

in the virtual world. Therefore, the child’s attention is 

focused on what is happening in the virtual world 

rather than on the surrounding environment.
26, 27

 
 

CONCLUSION 

The upcoming trends in pediatric dental practice 

require an in-depth review of the entire spectrum of 

the specialty from the basic undergraduate and 

postgraduate level to the clinical practice of 

pedodontics. Pediatric dentistry as a profession has 

reformed immensely, largely owing to advances in 

technology, materials, and disease knowledge. The 

field of Pediatric and preventive dentistry is boundless 

and yet to be explored. 
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